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Movie Nights
Focus in on
Cost Control

Angling for Movie Credits

Operators of outdoor
screenings see rise in
audiences, expenses.
As the outdoor movie
season gets underway, one
of Los Angeles County’s
defining cultural experiences
is suffering from blockbuster
production costs.
Thousands of filmgoers
gather under the stars to watch
iconic hit films at a series of
venues each weekend from
May through October. But
organizers of such events said
that despite big attendance
numbers, profits are small.
Increased competition has
led organizers to provide a
wider range of entertainment
than cinema alone, adding live
music, comedy shows, magic
acts, karaoke, and food trucks.
However, the growth in scope
and scale has pushed costs up.
“We’ve doubled both in
revenue and attendees since
2012 because we’ve grown to
three different L.A. locations.
Still, profit margins are thin,”
said Steven Allison, chief
financial officer at Pasadena’s
Street Food Cinema. “The
cost of one screen and
projector is over $50,000, we
hire professional comics and
cover bands for every event
and the cost of a single stage
can be $2,000.”
His firm’s competition
includes Eat See Hear, based

Emojis Take
Shape in App
For Realtors
Association pitches
symbols as positive
signs for real estate.
The high-stress
environment of real estate
just became a lot more
lighthearted.
The California
Association of Realtors has
launched an app featuring a
line of emojis focused on real
estate.
The “Carmojis,” which
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Setting Course for Stars: Steven Allison at Street Food Cinema in Pasadena.
pay all our staff higher than
minimum wage. The greatest
challenge is balancing these
costs and maintaining the
quality of our experience.”
Ticket prices at Eat See
Hear increased this year to
$14 for general admission
and $21 for reserved seating.
Street Food Cinema left its
2016 prices at the same level

as last year, $13 general and
$18 reserved.
Next weekend’s offerings
will be 1987’s “Dirty
Dancing” from Eat Sea Hear
at Santa Monica High School,
while Street Food Cinema
presents 1996’s “Romeo and
Juliet” at downtown L.A.’s
Exposition Park.
– Amal Khan

oomph than a
are free to
traditional text
download,
can convey,”
reflect the
he said.
industry’s
Designed
increasing
by the Santa
focus on digital
Monica office
technologies
of advertising
and enhanced
agency
agent-client
communication, Signed In: ‘Carmojis.’ RTO+P,
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said Ziggy
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Zicarelli, president of
superheroes and bottles of
the association, which is
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headquartered in Koreatown.
“As more and more
“Buying or selling a house
people are communicating
is an emotional process.
through screens, we
We created the app because
wanted to try and find
we think the interaction
digital platforms to help
with Realtors needed more

Realtors do their jobs
better,” said Steve Red,
the agency’s chief creative
officer. “Emojis are a bit of
nonobtrusive fun, but they
also reflect a wider, growing
business trend.”
Zicarelli said they can
help agents connect with
clients during the process of
buying and selling property.
“In this day and age,
Carmojis add excitement to
Realtors’ interactions with
clients and each other,”
he said. “They’re a free
and amusing tool and they
provide a human touch.”
– Amal Khan

in Sherman Oaks but with
several venues across the
county, which claimed 3,000
attendees per event last year,
up from an average of 1,200
in 2012.
“Our highest costs come
from venue rentals, ranging
anywhere from $6,000
to $8,000,” said founder
Sharon Sperber. “We also
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in Jewish history
Cid,” along with his late
through “humanoid” characfather, Charlton Heston (who
ters that had adopted biblical
starred in those three films),
laws. There was also hefty
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“The first book really
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tion novel, Westwood real
“I could care less if this
estate agent Mark Rogo, 62, book never sold,” he said.
hardly got a wink of sleep.
“It was probably the most
“I could close my eyes
difficult thing I’ve done in
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my life, but it was such a fun
planet Yavari,” he said. “I
process.”
Staff reporters Natalie Schachar and Daina Beth Solomon
contributed to this column. Page 3 is compiled by Editor
Jonathan Diamond. He can be reached at jdiamond@
labusinessjournal.com.
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